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           22nd March, 2019 

 
 
CD in a fix over appointment of TDAP’s CE 
Commerce Division is facing a 'troubled situation' on the appointment of Chief Executive Trade 
Development Authority of Pakistan (TDAP) after Senate Standing Committee on Commerce and 
Textile unanimously recommended that the process should be stopped with immediate effect. A 
high-level committee interviewed as many as 10 candidates last week. The names of candidates are 
Gulzar Feroz, Chief Executive Feroz International, Hussan Iqbal, Commissioner(Punjab Information 
Commission ), Dr. Faheem-ul-Islam, Professor, dean Faculty of Management Rector( Gift University 
Gujranwala), Syed Mazhar Ali Nasir, Advisor to the President (FPCCI), Yousaf Haroon, Syed 
Aamir, CEO Home Textile Division( largest textile and retail group, Arif Khan ( ex-Secretary 
Finance), Azmat Javed, CEO M/s Multi Business Service and Director, M/s Grand Group of 
Companies, Fawad Ijaz Khan, Chairman & CE M/s Ideal (Pvt) Ltd and Hashim Raza Chief 
Operating Officer (COO) Fauji Meet Company. 
 
There are speculations in Commerce Division that recently retired Finance Secretary Arif Khan is the 
top favourite candidate of CE post due to official relations. 
 
However, the appointment of CE TDAP also came in the limelight on Thursday when Leader of the 
House in Senate, Syed Shibli Faraz criticized the organisation for rampant corruption, overstaffing 
and dysfunctionality. 
 
Faraz who is a former chairman of standing committee maintained that the committee's 
recommendations are thrown in the dustbin or simply not recognized. The committee recommended 
that TDAP offices should be shifted to Islamabad but this recommendation has not been honoured. 
 
Dawood acknowledged that there is corruption in TDAP and it is dysfunctional but added that he is 
going to review its rules. 
 
Commenting on the appointment of CE TDAP, Shibli Faraz said that the age of CE TDAP should 
not be more than 40 years and a dynamic person must be appointed as its head instead of parking a 
lot of retired bureaucrats. There was a strong view that bureaucrats do not know matters relating to 
trade enhancement, and the suggestion was that CE should be from the private sector. 
 
Senator Dilawar Khan informed the committee that he has already written a letter to the Advisor on 
this issue. 
 
The committee unanimously recommended that the hiring process of CE TDAP be stopped and 
details be shared with the committee. 
 
Dawood acknowledged that bureaucrats do not understand trade and likewise private sector people 
are not aware of official procedures. He informed the committee he has conducted interviews for the 
CE TDAP, of which one of the candidates was a bright person. 
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He, however, requested the committee not to tie his hands on this matter by recommending stoppage 
of process. 
 
"Let me see what I can do on the appointment of CE TDAP," he added. 
 
Earlier, Federation of Pakistan Chamber of Commerce and Industry (FPCCI) requested that CE 
TDAP should be hired from the private sector. 
 
Secretary General (Federal) of the Businessmen Panel for FPCCI, Ahmad Jawad while talking to 
Business Recorder said Trade Development Authority of Pakistan (TDAP) has lost its relevance 
because of the country's changing export base. However the incumbent government is likely to 
appoint a new Chief Executive of the Authority in a few days as the process of interviews were 
finished. "We hope a dynamic person assumes the command of this organisation which is much 
needed for the business community," he added. 
 
"I think the government should reform TDAP after the appointment of new Chief Executive," he 
suggested, adding that spending millions of rupees on foreign visits will not promote exports. The 
focus must be on the domestic market and its supply chain, Jawad stated. 
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